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2/ There is no security on the Dominion at all.

3/ E&S offered REMOTE ACCESS setup for $250.00 per setup or $1575/day for an on-site technician.

Raffensperger offered Hackers access thru Bluetooth...

4/ Dominion is managing elections thru Amazon Cloud and Cisco. Ex-Employee hacked CIOSCOs AWS infrastructure and

ERASED VIRTUAL MACHINES.

5/ Raffensperger helped draft a loophole in the law to make EAC certification meaningless....

6/ GA Diebold machines were replaced with Dominion machines in 2019. Dominion bought Diebold in 2010 from ES&S

including all software - the same source code as Diebold used and ran in GA from 2002-2019.

7/ Democracy Suite system includes 3rd Party software... Guess who and how?

8/ Investigations since 2002 ....

...Lawsuit against Dominion begun in 2020 by the SAME people that investigated manipulation in 2003, 2006, 2016 and now

in 2020. In 2005 found results could be altered by memory cards...

9/ ...unsecured audit system using ACCESS DATABASE since 2002 to present.

....virtual handbook for vote tampering.

Diebold uses AccuVote software called 'GEMS' used in 37 states.

Votes transmitted to county office - via MODEM.

10/ "Note that a user by the name of "Evildoer" which could perform various functions, including running reports to check his

vote-rigging work, but only some of his work showed up on the audit log."
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11/ The adjudication workstations provide the means to write Microsoft Visual Scripts to plug into the BMDs adn stays on top

of actual results. The ballots can be CHANGED SEAMLESSLY WITHOUT DETECTION.

12/ Remote logins, passwords, hardcoded in source code, BlueTooth connected Pollbooks had a single password.

Breached credentials included Key Members of management, engineering, & Operations....

13/ CSO shared copies of the third-party breach credentials, including work emails & passwords via encrypted channels with

ES&S, Dominion Voting and Microvote.

14/ Dominion Voting Systems offers remote services that make changing election results from thousands of miles away

possible.

....All they need to do is remove the entry and rerun the report.

15/ Stacy Abrams lobbied online to get Dominion's Democracy Suite for this election because she is part of that system with

Gov Kemp and Raffenspurger.

The 2020 ELECTION WAS STOLEN!

This is only ONE way they cheated - there are many others!
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